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Exchange coupling between iron layers separated by bcc copper
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The exchange coupling between Fe layers separated by bcc Cu is calculated for Fe/Cu/Fe~001! trilayers. It
is shown that the coupling is basically regulated by three extrema of the bulk bcc Cu Fermi surface. The
contributions from those extrema are all of the same order of magnitude, but that associated with the ‘‘belly’’
at theG point dominates. The calculated temperature dependence of the coupling varies considerably with
spacer layer thickness. Individually, the amplitudes of these extrema contributions decrease with temperature,
each according to a different rate. Such an effect may cause an actual increase of coupling with temperature for
some Cu thicknesses.@S0163-1829~97!08505-6#
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Although the common crystal phase of bulk Cu is fcc, it
possible to grow thin films of bcc Cu on Fe~001!. The bcc
stacking proceeds for up to 12 or 20 atomic planes appr
mately, but for larger thicknesses significant lattice mod
cations occur, leading to a structural transformation.1,2

The exchange coupling between Fe layers separate
bcc Cu has been measured by groups at Simon Fraser
versity ~SFU! and Philips.2,3 Both have found that the cou
pling oscillates with decreasing amplitude as a function
the Cu thickness, but their results disagree in several im
tant aspects.1 The Philips group data show well-define
short-period oscillations2 whereas the SFU group originall
observed a long-period oscillatory coupling.3 Later, the SFU
group found some indication of a short-wavelength osci
tion in samples with smoother interfaces.1 The exchange
coupling in multilayers can be strongly affected by sam
interface quality.4 It is widely accepted that interface rough
ness tends to suppress short-wavelength oscillations an
duce the coupling amplitude. Therefore, as pointed ou
Ref. 3, it is rather puzzling that the values obtained at Phi
are substantially smaller than those of the SFU group.

Motivated by these apparently conflicting experimen
results, we have undertaken a theoretical analysis of the
change coupling between Fe layers across bcc Cu in
Cu/Fe~001! trilayers. The couplingJ is calculated for sev-
eral temperaturesT and spacer layer thicknessesN, using an
extension of the formulation developed in Ref. 5. For su
ciently largeN, we divideJ(N) into oscillatory components
coming from extrema which are related to the spacer Fe
surface~FS!. These oscillatory contributions to the couplin
are calculated separately. Our results show that for perfe
smooth interfacesJ(N) is dominated by short-period osci
lations. We find that the temperature dependence of the
pling changes significantly with spacer layer thickness. T
amplitude of each oscillatory component decreases with t
perature, but they do so at different rates. We show that
550163-1829/97/55~6!/3724~4!/$10.00
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may cause a surprising effect which is the increase of
coupling with temperature for some Cu thicknesses.

The interlayer exchange coupling, defined as the total
ergy difference per surface atom between the antiferrom
netic and ferromagnetic configurations of the trilayer,
given by6,7

J5(
kW i

E dv f ~v!F~kW i ,v,N!, ~1!

where

F5
1

p
Im trln@11S↑~Gmm

c↑ 2Gmm
c↓ !

3S↓~Gm11,m11
c↑ 2Gm11,m11

c↓ !#, ~2!

S↑5t†(12Gmm
c↑ tGm11,m11

c↑ t†)21 and S↓5t(1

2Gm11,m11
c↓ t†Gmm

c↓ t)21. In the equations abovekW i are the
wave vectors parallel to the layers,f (v) is the usual Fermi-
Dirac distribution function, andm is a plane index. As in
Ref. 7 we consider an imaginary cleavage plane across
spacer between planesm andm11, separating the trilaye
into two semiinfinite systems.Gmm

cs andGm11,m11
cs are matri-

ces in orbital indices representing the surface one-elec
Green’s functions of the left and right cleaved systems,
spectively. The trace is taken over orbital indices andt de-
notes the spacer hopping matrix.

This formula for the coupling is an extension of the res
previously obtained in Ref. 5 and, for the one band mod
reduces to the torque formula of Edwardset al.8 In deriving
it we have assumed that the electrons are noninteractin
the spacer and experience exchange-split one-electron p
tials in the ferromagnetic layers. Most of the experimen
results are for the bilinear exchange coupling termJ1 which,
for perfectly smooth Fe/Cu~001! interfaces, is virtually
equal toJ/2.5
3724 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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55 3725EXCHANGE COUPLING BETWEEN IRON LAYERS . . .
We have calculated the required Green’s functions wit
the tight-binding model withs,p,d orbitals and hopping to
second nearest neighbors. The tight-binding parameters
all bcc Cu planes were determined from a first-princip
LMTO-tight-binding electronic structure calculation of par
magnetic bulk bcc Cu. The parameters for ferromagnetic
were obtained from paramagnetic bulk Fe,9 by self-
consistently adjusting the on-site energies, assuming ch
neutrality. The effective intraatomic electron-electron int
actions were taken to beUsp

Fe50 andUd 2d
Fe 51 eV.10,11We

neglect atomic potential differences due to the magnetic c
figuration change, thus making the approximation known
the ‘‘force theorem.’’ ThekW i sum in Eq.~1! is performed
numerically and the energy integral is evaluated in the co
plex plane by summing over Matsubara frequencies at fi
T.

The calculated results atT5300 K for the bilinear ex-
change couplingJ1 as a function of Cu thickness are pr
sented in Fig. 1~full circles!. Our results clearly show a
short-period oscillatory exchange coupling, in excelle
agreement with the Philips group data as far as the perio
oscillation is concerned.

For sufficiently large spacer thickness it is possible
express the coupling as a sum of oscillatory compone
whose periods are determined by extrema that are relate
the spacer FS.12–16 It is essential to use a non-perturbati
treatment, as in the quantum well approach, to analyze
relative importance of these contributions.15,17 They depend
upon the degree of confinement experienced by the car
of both spin orientations in the corresponding extrem
states, in the ferromagnetic and anti-ferromagnetic confi
rations of the magnetic layers.7,15,17,18The widespread prac
tice of considering only the periods predicted by RKK
theory, and treating the amplitudes and phases of these
tributions as adjustable parameters may be inadequate
rather misleading. The fitting usually involves several p
rameters and, in some cases, is not unique. Besides, whe
spacer FS has to be regarded as consisting of more than
sheet, periods not predicted by RKKY theory may exis15

Moreover, at finite temperatures, the decrease of the osc

FIG. 1. Calculated bilinear exchange coupling atT5300 K for
bcc Fe/Cu/Fe~001! trilayer vs Cu thickness~full circles!. The lines
are contributions from the extremal points~see text! corresponding
to the Cu FS belly~full line!, the neck wave vectors of set 2~dashed
line!, and the neckM points~dotted line!. The inset shows the tota
contribution from the three sets of extrema; the ticks are the sam
those of the main figure.
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tion amplitudes asN increases is different for each extremu
and may deviate strongly from the (1/N2) asymptotic
regime7,17,19usually assumed in that sort of fitting.

To identify the periods of oscillations ofJ(N) it is useful
to look at the spacer FS. In bcc Cu only one energy ba
E(kW uu ,k

') crosses the Fermi energyEF . Its calculated FS,
shown in Fig. 2~a!, is basically a sphere with twelve
‘‘necks’’ developing at each face center of the bulk bcc fi
Brillouin zone. In the~001! direction of growth, three sets o
kW uu
0 associated with the FS extrema contribute to the coupl

The first set consists of a single wave vectorkW uu
05(0,0) (G

point! related to the FS ‘‘belly.’’ The other two are assoc
ated with the ‘‘necks.’’ Set 2 consists of four vectorskW uu

0:
(0,60.327) and (60.327,0), and set 3 of theM points lo-
cated at (60.5,60.5). Here all wave vectors are given
units of 2p/a where a is the lattice constant. Due to th
layered stucture of the system, it is useful to work with t
layer adapted bulk Brillouin zone instead of the usual B
The former is defined as a prism whose base is the t
dimensional first BZ and whose height is 2p/d, whered is
the interplane distance perpendicular to the layers. The
evant cross sections of the spacer FS, together with the

as

FIG. 2. Calculated bcc Cu FS~a!, and its relevant cross section

for ~001! ~b!. The arrows are the critical vectorsk'(kW uu
0).
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3726 55A. T. COSTA, JR.et al.
responding extremal wave vectorskW'(kW uu
0,EF), are shown in

Fig. 2~b!. We must distinguish sets 1 and 2 from set 3 b
cause, for the latter, the FS can be regarded as consistin
more than one sheet. This is because more than one ext
occurs in the first prismatic bulk BZ for each wave vec
kW uu
0 of set 3.
Considering that the integrandF in Eq. ~1! is an oscilla-

tory function of N we can expand it in a Fourier serie
However, it is necessary to generalize the expansion
multiple Fourier series,6,15 when the equationE(kW uu ,kW

')5v

has more than one pair of solutions6kj
'(kW uu ,v). In this case,

the general expansion ofF is

F~kW i ,v,N!5 (
n1 , . . . ,nj

cn1 , . . . ,nj
~kW i ,v!

3expS i(
j
njkj

'~kW i ,v!NdD . ~3!

ForN@1 the exponential in Eq.~3! oscillates rapidly as a
function ofkW uu andv. Thus, the stationary phase method c
be applied, and the dominant contribution to the coupl
comes fromv5EF andkW uu in the neighborhood of points a
which the argument of the exponential is stationary. In t
limit both the sum inkW uu and the energy integral in Eq.~1!

can be evaluated analytically. The stationary pointskW uu
0 are

the solutions of

(
j
nj¹kj

'~kW uu ,EF!50, ~4!

where¹ is the two-dimensional gradient inkuu space.
For kW uu

0 belonging to sets 1 and 2 only one FS sheet occ
in the first prismatic bulk BZ; the analysis then procee
exactly as in Ref. 7. The corresponding periods
pb52.69 atomic planes andpn52.36 atomic planes, respec
tively. However, for theM points the FS can be regarded
consisting of two sheets. The two values ofk' (k1

' and

k2
') associated withkW uu

0M , shown by arrows in Fig. 2~b!, cor-
respond to equivalent periodsp1

n52p/2k1
'510.97 atomic

planes andp2
n52p/2k2

'51.1 atomic planes which cannot b
distinguished just by looking at discrete values ofN. How-
ever,¹k1

' and¹k2
' vanish simultaneously when calculate

at (kW uu
0M ,EF). Thus, Eq.~4! is satisfied for any values ofn1

andn2, yielding other periods besidesp1
n andp2

n . The rela-
tive contributions of these extrema depend on the comp
tive values of the corresponding coefficientscn1 ,n2. The situ-
ation is very similar to that discussed in Ref. 1
Nevertheless, our calculations have shown that the fun
mental periodp1

n ~which is equivalent top2
n) and its harmon-

ics dominate. This is because the coefficients associated
them are far larger than those corresponding to alterna
combinations ofn1 andn2.

The calculated contributions to the coupling atT5300 K
coming separately from each set ofkW uu

0 are shown in Fig. 1.
We note that all three contributions are comparable, but
belly ~full line! clearly dominates. This contrasts with fc
Co/Cu ~001! trilayers where the belly contribution is negl
-
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gible in comparison with those given by the necks.17 The
main reason for such difference is that minority carriers fro
the vicinity of the FS belly are fully confined in bcc Cu b
the Fe layers in the ferromagnetic configuration. The phy
cal origin of such confinement is that thesp-like bcc Cu
band which intersects the FS has no counterpart at
minority-spin Fe FS. A similar situation happens for the C
FS states in the vicinity ofkW uu

0 belonging to set 2, as shown i
Fig. 3. On the other hand, the Cu FSM states of either spin
can evolve into the corresponding Fe FS states because
havesp character, due to the existence of a small but fin
sp-d hybridization in thisk-space region. The degree of co
finement experienced by the carriers in this case depend
the relativesp-d hybridization strengths. The agreement b
tween the stationary phase approximation and numerica
sults verifies that the exchange coupling at room tempera
in Fe/Cu~001! trilayers with perfect interfaces oscillates wit
a short period strongly influenced by the belly contributio
This is in accordance with the Philips group observations
far as the period is concerned. However, the calcula
strength is an order of magnitude larger than what they h
observed. On the other hand, the amplitude of our long
riod component is about three times smaller than the s
period contribution. We believe that the discrepancy betw
experimental and theoretical results is due to interface rou

FIG. 3. Band structures of bulk bcc Cu and Fe in the relev

@001# direction for the wave vectorskW uu
05(0,0) ~a!, kW uu

05(0,0.324)

~b! andkW uu
05(0.5,0.5) ~c!.
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55 3727EXCHANGE COUPLING BETWEEN IRON LAYERS . . .
ness which affects the amplitude and overall phase of
coupling.20 The reason why the Philips results are mu
smaller than those of the SFU group remains unexplaine

Motivated by recent measurements of the SFU grou21

we have calculated the temperature variation of the coup
for different Cu thicknesses. Our results, shown in Fig. 4,
for perfect interfaces where the bilinear exchange coup
J1 is much larger than the intrinsic biquadratic term. The r
of variation ofuJ1(T)u with temperature clearly changes wi
spacer thickness. The calculated slope for Fe/12Cu/Fe ag
very well with the measured value for Fe/10Cu/Fe. The m
striking result however, reproduced in the inset of Fig. 4
the increase of the coupling with increasing temperature

FIG. 4. Calculated temperature dependence of the bilinear
change coupling for Fe/12Cu/Fe~full circles! and Fe/14Cu/Fe~open
circles!. The inset is for Fe/13Cu/Fe; the tick labels are the sam
those of the main figure. The lines are simply linear fits.
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some Cu thicknesses. The temperature dependence ofJ1 is
governed not only by the spacer FS but also by the confin
strength of the ferromagnetic layers,19 which differs for the
three sets of extrema. As pointed out in Ref. 19, the ene
dependence of the phasesc of the ‘‘Fourier’’ coefficients in
Eq. ~3! varies according to the confinement strength and
very important in determining the temperature dependenc
the coupling. It turns out that the values of]c/]v calculated
at the second set of extrema are about four and a half ti
larger than at the belly and theM points. The temperature
dependence of the former contribution is then stronger t
the others. Hence, the coupling is approximately given by
sum of three oscillatory functions ofN with comparable am-
plitudes which decay differently with temperature. Ther
fore, at some values ofN, as in Fe/13Cu/Fe, the balance
such that an overall increase in the coupling is obtained e
though the amplitude of each contribution separately
creases with temperature. Such increase was not detecte
the SFU group. One possible explanation is that they h
observed basically just a long period component. Anot
reason could be the influence of spin fluctuations in the
romagnetic layers, which is neglected in our calculatio
Nevertheless, this is an interesting temperature effect wh
may be observed under suitable conditions.
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